ANYPLAY
Usability Review by Caroline Gricik

SIGNING UP
To keep the UX Copy
consistent, the ‘Sign up free
with email’ should be
‘Continue with Email.’
The Apple and Facebook
icons should be aligned.
‘Log in’ should be ‘Log In’
to keep with the
consistency of the
capitalization.

It’s a nice touch that the
label sticks when users
begin to type.
‘Continue with email’ could
be ‘What's your email’ to
keep consistent with the
password label.
‘Forgot Password?’ is a
more recognizable CTA for
users than ‘Log In without
password.’
The ‘Log in’ label should be
aligned with the arrow. They
appear dissociated as is.

SUBSCRIPTION PAGE
This heading doesn’t use
the same grid system as the
rest of the content on the
page.

Where did this stat come
from? If it’s an average, it
might be beneﬁcial to call
that out.

Payments via ‘Quarter’ may
not be recognizable to US
audiences.
Should read ‘7 day free trial’
rather than ‘7 days free
trial.’
Would suggest changing
this outline to black or
toning down the
background color. There is
a lot of content on the page
as is, and the various colors
in use may be distracting.

HOME PAGE
Users will have to scroll to
see additional content so
you can add more white
space here to let the
content breath.

The ‘Getting Started’ tool is
fun, but has it been tested?
Have users been easily able
to ﬁnd it? What happens if
users need additional
guidance?

The use of emojis here is
fun, but they aren’t included
on every category so they
should either be added to
each category or omitted
entirely. The page is heavy
with imagery as is, so they
may not be necessary.

It’s a good design pattern
here how the image is
slightly cut oﬀ to signal to
users that they can scroll,
but I would suggest to cut
oﬀ the image by half or at
least 3 quarters. As it
currently is, it may be cut
oﬀ too subtly for users to
recognize that they can
scroll.

HOME PAGE

I would suggest changing
the color of the ‘More’ CTA
to a more established brand
color, like the blue used for
the ‘Browse’ button. This
color is not used anywhere
else and is inconsistent with
the rest of the UI.

ONGOING BOOKS
Has the label ‘Ongoing
books’ been tested among
users? A label along the
lines of ‘Currently Listening’
may be more intuitive.

I would suggest revisiting
the Visual Hierarchy here.
The use of black for the text
signals that it’s more
important than the faded
grey text, but the size is the
same which causes
conﬂicting hierarchy.

CURATORS
This is an uncommon
feature so I would oﬀer an
explanation of what this
section is and how these
lists were curated.
Have users expressed
interest in this feature?

There is an unnecessary
step for users to click within
the playlist to view the
books. Could the books
instead be listed here?

SEARCH TOOL
These categories here feel
redundant with the
categories on the ﬁrst page.
The design pattern is also
completely diﬀerent.
Having these categories
here makes this page feel
more like ‘Browse’ than
‘Search’ and take focus
away from the main feature.

Having ‘Fiction’ and
‘Nonﬁction’ highlighted on
the top section discredits
other genres of books. Is
there a reason those were
chosen?

SEARCH TOOL
Consider changing ‘Best
Match’ to ‘All Results.’ Best
Match doesn’t explain what
the results are, and it
should be a given that you
are providing the user with
the best results. ‘All Results’
would signal that the results
are mixed among author /
book.

Either highlight the keyword
in grey or change it to
orange. Doing both is
unnecessary and it is a
busy page as is.

BOOK PAGE

Unclear what the diﬀerence
between ‘Add to Playlist’
and ‘Save for Later’ is.
It’s more common to see
the Play Icon to the right of
the text.

If downloading the book is
a major feature, it should be
highlighted on the page
rather than hidden here.

CHAPTER SELECTION
The use of the number icon
is inconsistent with the rest
of the app and not
necessary. There is space
available to type out
‘Chapter Number.’

Adjust the Visual Hierarchy
on this page: the ‘Parts’
can be bolded, but unbold
and indent the chapters
slightly.
It could be helpful to users
to see how long the
chapter is rather than the
chapter time.
Chapter Titles may be
helpful as well, it would
serve as an index to the
book.

ADDING TO A PLAYLIST
To remove an unnecessary step, once you create a playlist, the book should automatically be added in. The user
is creating the new playlist from the book’s page so it’s intuitive that they would be creating the playlist for that
speciﬁc book.
This step can be removed

ICONS + NAVIGATION
The heart icon is used for the ‘Save for Later,’ ‘Add to Playlist’ and ‘Your Library’ labels. Revisit the icon use, for
example, ‘Your Library’ could be an icon of books or other imagery associated with the library.

